The current and future role of endomicroscopy in the management of inflammatory bowel disease
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Abstract

Confocal laser-induced endomicroscopy (CLE), first introduced in 2003, allows the capture of images of “virtual histology” of the gastrointestinal mucosa during endoscopy, providing the opportunity to retrieve real-time visualization of the pathology of the mucosal epithelium with its cellular and subcellular structures. This new endoscopic imaging technique serves as an adjunctive diagnostic tool to the traditional ileocolonoscopy in the management of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients. In multiple clinical trials, CLE has been shown to improve detection of dysplasia, assess disease activity, predict future clinical relapses, and assess potential responsiveness to anti-tumor necrosis factor therapy. This review explores in depth the current and future role of CLE in the management of IBD patients.
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Introduction

Endoscopic evaluation of the mucosa of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) plays an important role in the diagnosis and ongoing management of these patients. Endoscopy allows for the assessment of disease activity, extent of disease, and long-term surveillance of dysplasia. Assessment of mucosal inflammation in IBD patients is important, particularly as the current treatment goal shifts away from clinical improvement towards optimization of medical therapies in order to achieve mucosal healing and preventing subsequent clinical relapses. Ileocolonoscopy with white light illumination has been the traditional gold standard to achieve these clinical purposes.

Confocal laser-induced endomicroscopy (CLE), a new and emerging imaging technique, is able to visualize in detail the surface architecture of the mucosa, the mucosal blood vessels, and cellular and subcellular structures in real time. Currently, CLE has been used in various gastrointestinal conditions including evaluation of dysplasia in Barrett’s esophagus, colorectal neoplasia, and gastric intestinal metaplasia [1,2]. Furthermore, this technology provides an important adjunctive tool to standard ileocolonoscopy in the clinical evaluation and management of IBD patients. This review will focus on reviewing the current and future roles of CLE in the management of IBD patients.

Technical aspects of endomicroscopy

CLE, first introduced in 2003, is a procedure that allows the capture of images of “virtual histology” of the gastrointestinal mucosa during endoscopy, allowing the opportunity to obtain real-time microscopic images of the cellular and subcellular structures of the mucosal epithelium [3,4]. The technique is based on tissue illumination with low power laser light after application of fluorescent agents either systemically (i.e. intravenous fluorescein sodium) or topically (i.e. cresyl violet, acriflavine hydrochloride). Table 1 summarizes some of the current applications of CLE in the management of IBD patients.

Currently, there are two Food and Drug Administration-approved endomicroscopy devices available for clinical use. One is integrated into the distal tip of a standard high-resolution video gastroscope or colonoscope (eCLE; Pentax Medical, Tokyo, Japan) and one is probe-based, capable of passing through the working channel of a standard endoscope (pCLE; Cellvizio, Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France). Both systems use an incident 488-nm wavelength laser system. The laser light is reflected from the tissue and then refocused onto the detection system through a pinhole, decreasing the effect of scattered light resulting in the construction of two-dimensional grey-scale images.

The eCLE system collects images at 1000x magnification at a manually adjustable scan rate of 1.6 frames per second.
The imaging field of view is 475 μm in diameter with a lateral resolution of 0.7 μm. With this specialized endoscope, the scanning depth can be dynamically adjusted from 0 to 250 μm. The pCLE system also collects images at 1000x magnification but confocal images are streamed at a 12 frames per second, thereby obtaining real-time video imaging. The imaging field of view is 240 μm with a lateral resolution of 1.0 μm. In contrast to the eCLE system, pCLE has a fixed scanning depth of 55-65 μm [5]. The advantage of the eCLE integrated system is its high resolution while pCLE probe allows for greater versatility given its ability to be used with almost all endoscopes and allows a dynamic examination of the vessels and microarchitecture. Unfortunately, Pentax is no longer manufacturing new endoscopes with eCLE, leaving pCLE the only available technology on the market. Fig. 1 depicts representative images on the pCLE system.

Can CLE distinguish between Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC)?

The diagnostic differentiation between CD and UC remains challenging contemporary gut pathology, but the differentiation is important for treatment strategy, surveillance, and surgical management. It often involves a diagnostic orchestration between clinical, endoscopic, radiographic, and histopathologic criteria. In cases where there is an immediate need for a rapid “endodiagnostic tool”, particularly when patients have impaired coagulation or have high perforation risk (i.e. fulminant colitis) where conventional biopsy excision is not possible, CLE can provide a practical alternative [6].

In personal clinical observations by Hundorfean et al [6], CLE-based criteria were proposed to help distinguish between CD and UC. In CD, mucosal fissures, focal cryptitis, granulomas, and microscopic inflammation of the terminal ileum were seen. In contrast, UC patients often had characteristic bifid crypts, shortened and branched crypts with a microscopically normal terminal ileum [6,7]. However, further studies are necessary to validate these CLE criteria in the differentiation between CD and UC. Additionally, with future technical refinement of CLE, deeper microscopic aspects beyond 250 μm may allow for visualization of features such as submucosal granulomas or thickening of muscularis mucosae, which may allow for further refinement of these diagnostic features.

Assessment of disease activity

Assessment of mucosal inflammation in IBD patients is important, particularly the current treatment goal being shifted away from clinical improvement towards optimization of medical therapies in order to achieve endoscopic and mucosal healing [8]. This shift in treatment paradigm has been shown to improve both short- and long-term outcomes [9]. Recent studies have demonstrated that IBD patients with mucosal healing have decreased need for hospitalization, active treatment surgical resections, and were associated with sustained clinical remission [9-11]. Current definition of mucosal healing is generally viewed as the absence of ulceration. However, the spectrum of intestinal healing, composed of not only endoscopic healing, but also histologic, transmural, and fistula healing [12].
White light endoscopy can be an insensitive test for the assessment of mucosal healing or absence of mucosal ulcerations because of false negative in up to 50% of patients [13]. CLE allows for assessment of microscopic inflammation even in the case of macroscopic non-inflamed mucosa [7,13,14]. CLE has been proven to be efficient for real-time in vivo assessment of mucosal inflammation and requires only a short learning curve [15].

Neumann et al demonstrated the features of CLE on inflamed compared to non-inflamed mucosa, which had high agreement with standard histology [16]. It was shown that a significant higher proportion with active CD had increased colonic crypt tortuosity, enlarged crypt lumen, microerosions, and increased cellular infiltrates within the lamina propria. In a prospective clinical trial, Neumann et al validated the CD Endomicroscopic Activity Score based on six parameters to predict increased inflammatory activity: reduced crypt number; increased crypt distortion; microerosions; cellular infiltrate; increased vascularity; and decreased number of goblet cells [16].

Similarly, Watanabe et al has demonstrated that the colonic crypts of active ulcerative colitis showed large, irregular arrangement with numerous inflammatory cells and dilated capillaries were visible on the lamina propria, and fluorescein leakage [17] (Fig. 2). Li et al confirmed these early results in 73 consecutive UC patients [7]. Furthermore, the Li study showed that more than half of patients with reportedly normal mucosa on conventional white light revealed inflammation on CLE, confirmed by standard histology [7]. Therefore, CLE appears to be a more sensitive tool for real-time assessment of inflammatory activity which adds another dimension to the concept of mucosal healing in terms of deep remission beyond the absence of mucosal ulcerations.

Assessment of cellular function and disease relapse

In the biologic era, mucosal healing has emerged as one of the most important predictor of disease relapse in both CD and UC [18,19]. Kiesslich et al first reported that the loss of intestinal cellular function in IBD patients can be identified using CLE in conjunction with intravenous administration of fluorescein [14]. Three important findings were identified: cell shedding; fluorescein effluxation through the epithelium; and microerosions as a local epithelial defect. Compromised epithelial barrier exposes the subepithelial immune system to microbes which induced secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α [20], which induces shedding of the epithelial cells from the intestines which further contributes to barrier dysfunction and promotes ongoing inflammation [21]. Other cytokines such as interleukin 6, 18, 1-β, and TNF-α have been reported to be increased in active IBD and correlate consistently with endoscopic severity of inflammation [22,23].

Liu et al proposed a quantitative measure called epithelial gap density, defined as a total number of epithelial gaps counted on pCLE images, as a means to identify early mucosal barrier dysfunction and inflammation [24]. Increasing gap density and certain types of epithelial gaps were found to be predictive of aggressive disease and subsequent clinical relapses in IBD patients [14,25]. Kiesslich et al identified three important findings among IBD patients who were in clinical remission: active cell shedding; plumes of fluorescein effluxation through the epithelium; and development of microerosions as a local defect in IBD patients [14]. Combining these findings, a grading system was designed to summarize the severity of alteration of the mucosal barrier at confocal microscopy in vivo. Among IBD patients in clinical remission, increased cellular shedding with fluorescein leakage accurately predicted which patients developed subsequent clinical relapse within 12 months with sensitivity of 62.5%, specificity 91.2%, and accuracy 79%.

A major challenge in the management of IBD patients is that the clinical course of disease can be highly variable. There is little correlation between clinical activity, biological parameters, and endoscopic severity in IBD patients. CLE appears to be a useful tool in predicting early disease relapses in IBD patients, even prior to the presence of mucosal ulcerations on white light endoscopy and symptom relapses. CLE may have an important role in guiding practicing clinicians to step-up in medical therapy even before overt mucosal inflammation and clinical relapses are present. However, future studies will need to compare CLE to other currently available non-invasive modalities to assess mucosal inflammation such erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, magnetic resonance enterography, and fecal calprotectin.

Using CLE to individualize medical therapy for IBD patients

Emerging medical therapies in the management of IBD have branched out to targeting different inflammatory pathways and inflammatory cytokines. In a recent study Atreya et al created a fluorescent labeled antibody for molecular membrane-bound TNF (mTNF) imaging in CD patients. Topical antibody administration during colonoscopy examination followed by CLE led to detection of intestinal mTNF-positive immune cells. The group found that in patients with high amounts of mTNF-positive cells showed significantly higher short-term clinical response to anti-TNF therapy compared to patients with low amounts of mTNF cells (92% versus 15%). These results are extremely promising and offer an exciting potential to begin...
more individualized therapy for patients using molecular imaging in vivo [26].

**Assessment of pouchitis**

Total proctocolectomy with ileo-pouch anal anastomosis (IPAA) is a common procedure of choice for the management of patients with UC. Though good functional status and significant improvement in quality of life have been reported with IPAA, complications do develop. Pouchitis, a non-specific inflammation of the ileal reservoir, is the most frequent long-term complication after surgery [27,28]. Accurate diagnosis and classification of pouch disease is important for the appropriate management and surveillance of the pouch [29].

Trovato et al. demonstrated in a case series of 18 patients that at standard endoscopy, the mucosal signs of pouchitis were only recorded in 7 of 18 patients (38.9%). However, using CLE, pathological features were found in 16/18 cases (88.9%) [30]. CLE detected villous atrophy, alteration of vessel loops, colonic metaplasia, capillary leakage, and presence of inflammatory cellular inflammation. The k-value demonstrated a strong intraobserver agreement of 0.93. These findings suggest that we may be able to use CLE to predict IPAA patients who are at higher risk for development of pouchitis even prior to the onset of symptoms or gross mucosal changes.

**Assessment of dysplasia**

**Evaluation of colonic neoplasia**

Patients with IBD are at an increased risk for the development intraepithelial neoplasia and colitis-associated cancer with risk being contingent on duration of IBD and extent of bowel disease. Currently, the standard recommendation is for patients to undergo colonoscopy annually with random four quadrant biopsies taken at every 10 cm of the colon. It has been demonstrated that 33 to 55 jumbo forceps biopsies are need to increase the detection of dysplasia or carcinoma with 90% confidence [31,32]. Despite this regimen, surveillance colonoscopy with white light endoscopy can miss flat multifocal lesions and has not been definitively shown to decrease colorectal cancer (CRC)-related mortality in IBD patients [12]. Therefore, a targeted biopsy approach may increase the diagnostic yield of intraepithelial neoplasia.

Chromoendoscopy using specialized dyes (methylene blue or indigo carmine) has been shown to enhance the detection of suspicious lesions in long-standing UC and CD by highlighting subtle mucosal changes [33,34]. Since CLE only covers a limited field of view, pan-CLE of the entire colonic mucosa may not be feasible. A prospective, randomized control trial evaluated the role of concurrent chromoendoscopy with CLE in 153 UC patients. It was demonstrated that using CLE in addition of chromoendoscopy improved the diagnostic yield of neoplasia by nearly 5-fold compared to conventional colonoscopy with random biopsies. Furthermore, nearly less than 50% of pathologic specimens were required [35]. A recent meta-analysis of 15 studies using CLE for the detection of dysplasia showed that CLE could distinguish neoplasms from non-neoplasms in IBD patients undergoing routine surveillance with a sensitivity of 83% and specificity of 90% [36].

In the management of IBD, it is difficult to differentiate between sporadic adenoma and dysplasia-associated lesion or mass (DALM). Differentiation between these two distinct clinical entities is improvement in patient management (i.e. total proctocolectomy versus endoscopic resection). Hurlstone et al. demonstrated a novel approach to using CLE for in vivo diagnosis and distinction between a sporadic adenoma and DALM. A total of 36 patients with 36 circumscribed lesions were enrolled. Using CLE, the in vivo diagnosis with sporadic adenoma and DALM showed a k agreement between CLE and traditional histopathologic evaluation of 0.91 and an accuracy of 97% [37].

**Evaluation of dysplasia in primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC)**

In particular, patients with concurrent diagnosis of PSC and IBD have a much higher risk of colitis-associated neoplasia, reflecting a different clinical phenotype and genotype. PSC-IBD is typically characterized by low inflammatory activity and right-sided colonic inflammation, but there is a high risk for CRC compared to patients with IBD alone [38]. Dlugosz et al. demonstrated that pCLE was an important complementary tool to high definition white light endoscopy among PSC-IBD patients [39]. Initial results on 25 patients demonstrated a sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 100% of pCLE in detection of dysplasia in this high risk population, with 60% of the intraepithelial lesions being found in the right colon. This suggests that, at least among PSC-IBD patients, evaluation of at least the right colon with CLE may be indicated.

CLE has been also proposed as a diagnostic tool in biliary dysplasia in patients with PSC with dominant biliary strictures [40]. Standard biliary cytology from brushings of dominant strictures has a sensitivity of approximately 40% [41]. In a study of 21 dominant strictures, performing pCLE through the duodenoscope showed a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 61% [40]. The negative predictive value was 100%, suggesting that pCLE may be used to exclude biliary neoplasia.

**Future directions of endomicroscopy in IBD**

The application of CLE currently is limited in general practice because of equipment and training limitations and need for extra time spent on routine endoscopic procedures (about 30 min). A recent report did demonstrate that among wide range of gastrointestinal specialists, the interpretation of neoplastic lesions can be learned rapidly [42]. Currently, CLE has not been applied to our current guidelines in the management of IBD patients and is only practiced at major, specialized academic centers.
There does appear to be important roles for the use of CLE in the detection of early inflammatory changes and dysplasia. It would be important to have multi-center studies evaluating if early detection of inflammation and early escalation of therapy, even prior to overt inflammation changes, will ultimately improve quality of life and alter the natural history of the disease. Emerging studies also suggest that endomicroscopy can be used to identify specific types of cytokines contributing to the patient’s inflammatory cascade. This knowledge can allow clinicians to carefully select appropriate biologic therapies early in the disease course rather than an empiric initiation of anti-TNF and waiting for clinical failure.

Concluding remarks

Endomicroscopy offers an important diagnostic advantage to the traditional white light endoscopy in the management of IBD patients. Table 1 summarizes current uses of endomicroscopy in the management of IBD patients. Endomicroscopy allows clinicians to detect early inflammatory changes allowing for early intervention and prevent subsequent clinical relapses. Furthermore, when combined with chromoendoscopy, endomicroscopy may improve the detection of colonic and biliary dysplasia. Future studies are warranted before the use of endomicroscopy can be fully incorporated into our guidelines in the routine management of IBD patients.
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